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The most popular pocket reference in emergency nursing now contains the 2010 AHA updates. The

Emergency & Critical Care Pocket Guide has been an essential resource for physicians,

paramedics, and nurses for over a decade. The Pocket Guide consolidates the critical information

found in desk references into a convenient 3"x5" pocket-size format that is handy enough to take

with you anywhere. The newly updated Seventh Edition features the 2010 AHA Algorithms, updated

poisons, emergency medications, and common drugs sections, as well as updated pediatric

medications, a revised Spanish section, clear ECG rhythm images, and straightforward medical

emergency treatments. Additional topics covered include Hemodynamic Values/Outcomes, an IV

compatibility chart and Stroke Management.
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As an ER nurse this is a great resource to review ACLS and emergency medical procedures. The

tabs are great for organizing and quick references to where you need to look. My paramedic

co-workers love theirs as well since it is a great field guide as well to double check cardiac rhythms

and what drugs are used to fix the rhythm and other treatment options.

I am an emt currently in paramedic school; I bought this pocket guide and it has been a real help. I

have the same app on my phone, but sometimes you dont have the chance to use your

phone....Five stars, has all the information I need in a concise, abbreviated manner very good tool.



I carry this with me every shift in the field. I'm currently in a paramedic program and refer to this

quite often. If you work EMS, no matter your certification level, I highly recommend this product. I've

had the same copy over two years now and it has stayed in good condition.

Great handbook that is packed with information. Happy with the purchase

our ACLS is all online and instead of scrolling through the 200+ page booklet, i was able to just

keep this handy and passed all my simulations right away. good to have around at work too

because you never know when you might need a quick reference! all the information seems up to

date with current standards.

What i liked is that the product came in exactly the expected delivery time. It came in good

condition. Its veryu comprehensive with all the information i need, well organised and easy to find,

honestly i have never seen such a well organised pocket manual as this. The only problem is that

the shipping costs were unreasonable.

I love how this book breaks everything down for you, and there are some good examples of the

heart rhythms in there if you are rusty on them like I am. I really like the ACLS algorithms that are in

it and the medication portion. Definitely worth the money!

Medical reference guide.
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